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When the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion were first discovered, Freemasons and Zionist

Jews everywhere screamed and complained that these 24 Protocols are a hoax, a forgery, even a

blood taint against the Jews. But then came the brutal and barbaric Communist Bolshevik

Revolution in Russia and its captive republics, led by covert Masonic Jewsâ€”Lenin, Trotsky,

Kaganovich, and others. The cruel and sinister crimes of the crypto Jew revolutionaries seemed to

have jumped off the pages of the Protocols. The Red Terror, with its torturous massacres of

innocent people, its monstrous gulag concentration camps, and the setting up of a Jewish

dictatorship, also followed the agenda of the Protocols as did the persecution everywhere of

Christians and churches. The entire world witnessed horrors that were unquestionably a direct result

of the heinous prescriptions laid out earlier in the Protocols. To this day, almost a century later, the

sweep of history has proven the Protocols to be genuine, authentic, and a real-life rendering of the

most tragic events that have bedeviled mankind. One nation after another has suffered, and now

the Zionist psychopaths have targeted the United States and Western Europe. The Protocols

continue to ring true and sound the alarm. If we close our eyes and ears and fail to heed this alarm,

we will surely find ourselves in great peril. Our very survival depends on our unmasking the agenda

set forth in the Protocols of the Zionist and Masonic elite for a Big Brother Police State and a New

World Order.
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There is no new thing under the sun.What is scary and sad is that we as a people have not learned



from our mistakes in the past, and have no memory of former history. People we are truly looking at

these documents incorrectly.These are thoughts and action of a political global force and tactics are

being used this very day. The word of god says you will know them by their fruits ...by the evidence

by what they do ...not by what they say but do..do politicians actually tell the truth?This book in

nature is an actual TRUE philosophy ...did you hear me a TRUE philosophy and its lived by

powerful forces its not a conspiracy..do not close your eyes measure it next to the days head lines.

This is an answer deeper meanings of why? If you follow the rabbit hole you find at its rootOne is

the love of money...love of money not money itself but the love of money is the root to all evil ....ALL

evil...power which money brings it also says money answers all things.We are in collective state of

denial and unbelief I liken it to a person seeing his wife girlfriend or women seeing her boyfriend

husband cheat right in front of them right in front of their eyes. He or she says it wasn't me we as

people say I would never fall for that. I beg to differ you,9/11Happen right in front of people face

don't want to believe there are people who don't have any real love or compassion we don't won't to

believe that type of worst in people ...we have hope and they exploit it. The think to it because hard

to imagine there is that many politicians judges CEO corporations executives bankers news anchors

that know the truth but there not telling you its a philosophy sacrifice a few for many or idea or

policy.
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